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Dear teachers:
Before the arrival of the new school year 2020-2021, we present the teaching
program of the Provincial Fire Museum of Alcoy (MuBoma).

We want to transmit the value of our cultural heritage; the 19th century factory
building itself and the permanent exhibition, which aims to be a reflection on the
link between people and fire since prehistoric times and how the profession of
firefighters has evolved throughout history.

The didactic proposals of the MuBoma adapt to all the educational levels. The
goal is to be another support for schools, delving into concepts related to fire,
water and industrialization, along with cultural and environmental heritage,
trying to develop skills such as creativity or teamwork.
We hope that this information may be of interest to you and that we will have
your visit soon.

MUBOMA

From the Didactics and Visits Department we propose each season to offer a very
special vision of the MuBoma to turn the visit into a unique experience always
enriching and playful. This year, directly affected by the health emergency caused
by the COVI-19, our facilities and services have been adapted to offer them the
maximum security guarantees.

LOCATION
The MuBoma is located at 64 Alcassares Street; It can be reached by bus, with space for parking.
It is a fully accessible space, also having an elevator inside for people with reduced mobility. It has seating areas, in the
spaces with audiovisuals, to rest during the tour.
It is also interesting to know that nearby there is a green area on the banks of the River Riquer, enabled as a river

promenade with playground.

During the sanitary emergency
COVID-19

During the pandemic, a contingency plan has been developed to ensure security at
visits. The didactic workshops are limited to the following:
- Small groups: maximum of 20 students.
- Mandatory use of a mask (from the age of 6).
- The temperature will be taken on arrival to all visitors.
- The teaching activities will be developed outdoors (the organization can
make the pertinent changes in case the meteorology does not allow it).
UNTIL10 YEARS
The big tree - After the visit there will be a discovery workshop under the big tree to
reflect on forest fires.
FROM 10 TO 16 YEARS
Looking for an exit- After the visit there will be an orientation game to reach
different emergencies and learn about the most appropriate intervention methods.
GROUPS WITH FUNCTIONAL DIVERSITY
Guess the riddle- Some museum materials will be discovered through the sense of
touch (mandatory use of gloves).

TEACHING OFFER.
EXTRAORDINARY ACTIVITIES

HALLOWEEN – October 30th
Special theatrical visit + monstrous workshop

TIRISITI – from November 23rd until December
22nd
Guided tour + Tirisiti special unique workshop (Nursery
and Primary)
(* For other level consult available workshop)

TEACHING OFFER.
WORKSHOPS DURING THE YEAR

PRE-SCHOOL
The landscape - In a tab compare with colors the differences of a landscape before and after
a fire.

Fire and water - Make a collage with these two elements.
PRIMARY SCHOOL

Firefighter Soup - Discover in a letter soup items related to the equipment used by
firefighters.
Firefighter Helmet - Know the importance of protection and create a helmet.

The Big Tree - Discovery workshop under the big tree to reflect on forest fires. (Outside subject to weather conditions)
Fire truck - Make a fire truck with cardboard. (Requires more time, recommended for Third
Cycle of Primary).

TEACHING OFFER.
WORKSHOPS DURING THE YEAR

SECONDARY - COLLEGE – FE
Kim game - Team activity. Remember the name and usefulness of the MuBoma material.
Looking for an exit - Orientation game to get to different emergencies and know the most
appropriate intervention methods. (Outdoor activity-subject to weather conditions)
PEOPLE WITH FUNCTIONAL DIVERSITY
The Senses - Touch and test parts of a firefighter's personal equipment (free).
Guess the riddle - Through touch discover different objects used by firefighters in their
work (free).

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

DIDACTIC SCHEDULE
Monday to Thursday from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Friday from 10:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
** For other schedules check availability.

PRICE
€ 1.50 per student (guided tour + didactic workshop).
Free for teachers and people with functional diversity (Workshop Senses / Guess the Riddle).
Payment will be made in cash on the day of the visit.
For transfer payments, you have to make it prior days to the visit and send the bank remittance 24 hours before the arrival of
the group.
The visits usually last 1 hour and the workshops approximately 30 minutes.
It is possible to have the MuBoma outdoor space (with toilets and fountain), prior reservation, to complete the trip in order to
eat inside the enclosure at lunchtime.

